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TO:           Board Members 
 
THROUGH:             Jeff Walker, Executive Administrator 
                                    Ashley Harden, General Counsel 
                                    Jessica Zuba, Deputy Executive Administrator, Water Supply &                 
                                    Infrastructure 
 
FROM:                       Reem Zoun, Director, Flood Planning  
 
DATE:                        September 23, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:                 Consider by minute order designating representatives to serve on the    
                                    initial Regional Flood Planning Groups as required by Texas Water Code     
                                    §16.062 (c). 
 
 
ACTION REQUESTED 
Consider by minute order designating representatives to serve on the initial regional flood 
planning groups as required by Texas Water Code §16.062 (c).  
 
BACKGROUND 
On April 09, 2020, the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) designated the Flood 
Planning Region boundaries that created 15 Flood Planning Regions in the State of Texas 
required to implement the flood planning requirements of Senate Bill 8 (SB 8). 
 
On May 21, 2020, the Board adopted new 31 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapters 
361 and 362 relating to Regional and State Flood Planning to implement the flood planning 
requirements of SB 8. 
 
The TWDB is also required by Texas Water Code Section 16.062(c) to designate 
representatives from each Flood Planning Region to serve as the initial regional flood 
planning group (RFPG). The initial RFPG may then designate additional representatives to 
serve on the RFPG. In addition to the interest categories included in the statute, including 
the public, counties, municipalities, industries, agricultural interests, environmental 
interests, small businesses, electric generating utilities, river authorities, water districts, 
and water utilities, the statute permits the initial RFPG to designate additional voting 
interest categories if necessary, to ensure adequate representation from the interests in its 
Flood Planning Region.. The regional flood planning rule at 31 TAC 361.11 includes the 
addition to RFPG’s of a single, additional voting position for interest category of “Flood 
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Districts”, thereby resulting in 12 total voting positions that must be maintained within the 
RFPG’s. 
 
Immediately following the May 21, 2020 Board meeting, the Executive Administrator (EA) 
opened a solicitation for nominations for individuals to serve as initial Regional Flood 
Planning Group (RFPG) members to fill the 12 voting interest categories for each region.  
The EA engaged in extensive outreach including via news and social media (Attachment A).  
As indicated in the EA’s solicitation, the ideal candidates should have experience in and a 
continued strong interest in working cooperatively on public issues; be committed to and 
possess expertise in flood risk-related issues; be strongly affiliated with and endorsed by 
the interest category for which they are nominated, and be capable of playing a leadership 
role in a regional flood planning group.  
 
In addition, the TWDB, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, the General Land 
Office, the Parks and Wildlife Department, the Department of Agriculture, the State Soil and 
Water Conservation Board, and the Texas Division of Emergency Management each are 
required by statute to appoint a representative to serve as an ex officio member of each 
RFPG. The EA has already reached out to these agencies to obtain the names of the 
individuals who will be participating on each group.  
 
The RFPG’s will meet with varying frequency as required to develop their own plans by the 
deadlines. They will set flood risk reduction goals, select a political subdivision to act on 
their behalf for submitting grant applications and contracting, direct their technical 
consultant, consider public input and technical information, and make many decisions 
required to develop their regional flood plan. Planning group members will be responsible 
for representing a diverse group of regional stakeholders.,  
 
The regional flood planning process is anticipated to look and feel similar to the existing 
regional water supply planning process. All planning group work must be performed, and 
all deadlines must be met in accordance with statute, agency rules, and the grant contracts 
with the TWDB. 
 
In general, voting RFPG members will need to accomplish the following: 

• deliver the first regional flood plan no later than January 10, 2023 
• adequately represent their associated interest group as it exists 

throughout the entire region 
• consider all the region-wide stakeholders when making decisions 
• commit to regularly attending their RFPG meetings 
• understand and follow the state flood planning framework and 

process, as well as review the various materials that will be 
considered by the RFPG along the way 

• solicit and consider stakeholder input in a transparent process 
• participate in directing the work of technical consultants 
• make decisions and recommendations regarding flood 

management goals and strategies and flood mitigation projects for 
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their region 
• ensure adoption of a regional flood plan that meets all 

requirements, including that no neighboring area may be 
negatively affected by an element of the regional flood plan 

 
KEY ISSUES 
Over 600 nominations were received during the nomination period, including multiple 
nominations of the same individual for different interest categories or regions.   
 
Three flood planning regions do not appear to contain entities within their boundaries that 
meet the definitions for specific interest categories as included in 31 TAC 361.11. These 
include ‘River Authorities’ in the Lower Rio Grande Flood Planning Region and ‘Flood 
Districts’ in the Upper Brazos and Upper Rio Grande Flood Planning Regions. This reduces 
the total nominations required from 180 to 177. 
 
Based on a review of the nominations, the EA recommends nominees, as shown in 
Attachment B, to be designated to fill 166 of the 177 possible voting positions associated 
with the 15 regions.  
 
No individual is recommended for more than one voting position and no two individuals 
are recommended to represent the same region-interest category position. 
 
There were 11 voting positions for which either no nominations were received or there 
was not someone nominated who the EA considered to be in a position to provide adequate 
representation for that interest category within the region for which they were nominated 
(Attachment B).  Therefore, the EA makes no recommendations on those interest category 
positions.  
 
Once they are convened and operating, the regional flood planning groups: 

• are required to begin the process of filling any vacant positions and maintain 
adequate representation from each of the 12 interests that are known to 
exist within their region,  

• may designate additional representatives, if necessary, to ensure adequate 
representation from the interests in their regions, and 

• must maintain updated membership information and provide that to the EA 
 
Upon the Board’s designation of the initial flood planning group members, the EA will 
notify designated members and remaining nominees, initiate efforts to orient the initial 
members prior to their first meetings, and schedule and convene their initial flood planning 
group meetings.  The EA anticipates that the first of the 15 initial flood planning group 
meetings will occur in November. 
 
Until the flood planning groups have met and selected a political subdivision to support 
them, the TWDB will provide notice, organize, and facilitate meetings. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
Based on the nominations received, the EA recommends designation of the 
representatives included in Attachment B to serve on the initial RFPGs.  

Attachment(s):   

             Attachment A – EA RFPG member solicitation announcement 

             Attachment B – Summary of Recommended RFPG Representatives 
 



Solicitation for nominations of individuals to serve as 
initial Regional Flood Planning Group (RFPG) members 

The TWDB’s Executive Administrator is seeking nominations for individuals to serve as 
regional flood planning group (RFPG) members within 15 designated flood planning 
regions (see Attachment 1). The Executive Administrator will then recommend up to 180 
individuals to the Board for consideration to be the initial planning group members. The 
flood planning groups will be responsible for developing Texas’ first regional flood plans by 
January 2023. 

Nominations for membership are due to the TWDB no later than July 2, 2020. 

The ideal candidate will have experience in and a continued strong interest in 
working cooperatively on public issues; be committed to and possess expertise in 
flood risk-related issues; be strongly affiliated with and endorsed by the interest 
category for which they are nominated, and be capable of playing a leadership role in 
a regional flood planning group. Interest group representatives will be responsible 
for representing a diverse group of regional stakeholders, and this representation 
may involve considerations that extend far beyond their own personal or 
professional interests or concerns.  

The primary considerations for selecting nominees to the RFPG will be individuals who 
• demonstrate a willingness to work toward the common goal of developing a flood

plan for their region and possess the ability to broadly represent the entire regional
flood planning area and fairly consider all interests in deliberations;

• demonstrate ability and willingness to attend meetings quarterly or more
frequently, participate and contribute proactively, and dedicate the significant time
and attention required throughout this new process, which requires adopting the
first regional flood plans by January 10, 2023;

• possess the ability and temperament to potentially serve in a leadership role within
the RFPG at some point;

• possess expertise/experience in and/or an understanding of flooding risks and
flood planning; and

• demonstrate a commitment to public service and to the state and regional flood
planning process, including the associated Guidance Principles (see Attachment 3)
and the overarching intent of Senate Bill 8 for the benefit of all Texans.

The Executive Administrator will strongly consider a nominee who is strongly affiliated 
with and endorsed by the interest category for which they are nominated. In addition, 
nominees with knowledge of flood risk-related issues and who reside and/or work within 
the region for which they are being nominated will be given preference.  

The Executive Administrator will recommend one individual for each of the 12 interest 
category voting positions for each flood planning region for a total of up to 180 members 
statewide. The RFPGs will include seven non-voting state agency members as well.  After 
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the initial groups are approved by the TWDB’s governing board, each RFPG will adopt 
bylaws and may consider adding members in these or other categories, as either voting or 
non-voting, to ensure adequate representation from interests in the flood planning region. 

The interest categories are as follows: 
1) Agricultural interests
2) Industries
3) River authorities
4) Counties
5) Municipalities
6) Water districts
7) Flood districts
8) Electric generating utilities
9) Public
10) Water utilities
11) Environmental interests
12) Small businesses

The map showing the boundaries for the 15 flood planning regions for which the Executive 
Administrator is soliciting members is included as Attachment 1. For additional 
information regarding background on the new regional and state flood planning process, 
responsibilities of RFPG members, and guidance principles, see Attachments 2 and 3. For 
more information regarding content requirements of regional flood plans, please see the 
final administrative rules for state and regional flood planning.  

For questions regarding this solicitation, please email floodplanning@twdb.texas.gov or 
call James Bronikowski at (512) 475-0145. 

In order to expedite the TWDB’s review process and ensure flood planning groups 
can begin work as soon as possible, please use our online form and 

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS HERE. 

If you are unable to fill out the online form, you may email the pdf version of the 
nomination form and optional attachments to floodplanning@twdb.texas.gov 

or mail to 1700 North Congress Avenue, P.O. Box 13231, Austin, Texas 78711-3231. 

The deadline for submitting nominees to the TWDB is July 2, 2020. 

Disclaimer: Any information submitted is subject to the Public Information Act.  

Attachment A
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Attachment 2 
 

Background on the new regional and state flood planning process 
 
Senate Bill 8 of the 86th Legislature, Regular Session, establishes the framework for the 
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) to institute regional flood planning across the 
state. Texas Water Code §16.061 requires RFPGs to deliver regional flood plans to the 
TWDB on January 10, 2023, and every five years thereafter. The state flood plan, to be 
based on adopted regional plans, will be due September 1, 2024, and every five years 
thereafter. Further, Texas Water Code §16.062 requires the TWDB to 

1) designate flood planning regions (see Attachment 1),  
2) designate representatives from each flood planning region to serve as the 

initial regional flood planning group,  
3) provide technical and financial support for the regional flood planning groups,  
4) adopt guidance principles, and  
5) adopt rules for regional and state flood planning. 

 
In addition, Senate Bill 500 of the 86th Legislature, Regular Session, provides funding for 
both regional flood planning activities and flood science initiatives, including base level 
engineering, that will support development of the regional and state flood plans. 
 
The final regional and state flood planning rules are available on the TWDB website and 
provide a more detailed framework for what the regional flood planning groups must 
consider, what each regional flood plan must address, and what the overall regional flood 
planning process will look like.  
 
What are the responsibilities of RFPG members? 
Planning groups will meet with varying frequency to develop their plans. They will set 
flood risk reduction goals, direct their technical consultant, consider public input and 
technical information, and make many decisions required to develop their regional flood 
plan. The regional flood planning process is anticipated to look and feel similar to the 
existing regional water supply planning process.1 All planning group work must be 
performed, and all deadlines must be met in accordance with statute, agency rules, and the 
grant contracts with the TWDB. 
 
In general, voting RFPG members will need to accomplish the following:  

• deliver the first regional flood plan no later than January 10, 2023 
• represent their associated interest group as it exists throughout the entire region  
• consider all the region-wide stakeholders when making decisions 
• commit to traveling to and regularly attending their RFPG meetings  

1 However, the technical approach, processes and need for flood planning is very different from the water 
planning process. The most significant differences will be with regard to the region boundaries and the types 
of considerations and technical approaches used, since flood planning is very different from planning to 
provide water supplies during drought. 
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• understand and follow the flood planning framework and process, as well as review 
the various materials that will be considered by the RWPG along the way  

• solicit and consider stakeholder input in a transparent process 
• participate in directing the work of technical consultants 
• make difficult decisions and recommendations regarding flood management goals 

and strategies and flood mitigation projects for their region 
• ensure adoption of a regional flood plan that meets all requirements, including that 

no neighboring area may be negatively affected by an element of the regional flood 
plan 

 
Similar to the regional water supply planning process, the RFPG members will not receive 
compensation from legislative appropriations for their time or expenses but, in certain 
cases, may be eligible to be reimbursed by the state for travel mileage at the state rate. 
 
Considerations for TWDB’s selection of members to serve as the initial RFPGs 
The number of initial Regional Flood Planning Group (RFPG) representatives named by the 
TWDB to each of the initial RFPGs will be limited to 12; each voting member representing 
one of the 12 interest groups identified in Texas Water Code §16.062(c) and in 31 TAC 
361.11(e) as follows: 

(1) Public, defined as those persons or entities having no economic or other direct 
interest in the interests represented by the remaining membership categories; 
(2) Counties, defined as the county governments for the 254 counties in Texas; 
(3) Municipalities, defined as governments of cities created or organized under the 
general, home-rule, or special laws of the state; 
(4) Industries, such as corporations, partnerships, sole proprietorships, or other 
legal entities that are formed for the purpose of making a profit and that are not 
small businesses; 
(5) Agricultural interests, defined as those persons or entities associated with the 
production or processing of plant or animal products; 
(6) Environmental interests, defined as those persons or groups advocating for 
the protection or conservation of the state's natural resources, including but not 
limited to soil, water, air, and living resources; 
(7) Small businesses, defined as corporations, partnerships, sole proprietorships, 
or other legal entities that are formed for the purpose of making a profit, are 
independently owned and operated, and have either fewer than 500 employees and 
or less than $10 million in gross annual receipts; 
(8) Electric generating utilities, defined as any persons, corporations, cooperative 
corporations, or any combination thereof, meeting each of the following three 
criteria: own or operate for compensation equipment or facilities which produce or 
generate electricity; produce or generate electricity for either wholesale or retail 
sale to others; and are neither a municipal corporation nor a river authority; this 
category may include a transmission and distribution utility; 
(9) River authorities, defined as any districts or authorities created by the 
legislature that contain areas within their boundaries of one or more counties and 
that are governed by boards of directors appointed or designated in whole or part 
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by the governor, including without limitation the San Antonio River Authority and 
the Palo Duro River Authority; 
(10) Flood Districts, defined as any districts or authorities, created under authority 
of either Texas Constitution, Article III, §52(b)(1) and (2), or Article XVI, §59 
including all Chapter 49 districts, particularly districts with flood management 
responsibilities, including drainage districts, levee improvement districts, but does 
not include river authorities; 
(11) Water districts, defined as any districts or authorities, created under authority 
of either Texas Constitution, Article III, §52(b)(1) and (2), or Article XVI, §59 
including all Chapter 49 districts, particularly districts with flood management 
responsibilities, including municipal utility districts, freshwater supply districts, and 
regional water authorities, but does not include drainage districts, levee 
improvement districts, river authorities; and 
(12) Water Utilities, defined as any persons, corporations, cooperative 
corporations, or any combination thereof that provide water supplies for 
compensation except for municipalities, river authorities, or water districts.  

 
What will be the first activities for selected members? 
Once the TWDB designates the initial membership of the 12 interest groups per region, 
each member will be notified of their selection to serve in a RFPG. The initial members of 
each group will be convened by TWDB as the initial regional flood planning group at a 
public meeting at which the initial RFPG will, for example 

• nominate and select a chair and vice-chair; 
• consider adoption of group bylaws; 
• determine what additional representative categories, as either voting or non-voting 

members, are needed to ensure adequate representation from interests in the flood 
planning region; 

• identify a political subdivision sponsor that is willing to act on behalf of the group 
including to solicit grant funds from the TWDB and to procure a technical consultant 
to support the group; 

• initiate a request by the political subdivision sponsor to apply for grant funds from 
the TWDB; 

• initiate a procurement process for a technical consultant; and 
• set its next meeting date.  
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Attachment 3 

Regional and State Guidance Principles 

The regional and state flood plans: 
(1) shall be a guide to state, regional, and local flood risk management policy.
(2) shall be based on the best available science, data, models, and flood risk mapping.
(3) shall focus on: identifying both current and future flood risks, including hazard, exposure,
vulnerability and residual risks; selecting achievable flood mitigation goals, as determined by
each RFPG for their region; and incorporating strategies and projects to reduce the identified
risks accordingly.
(4) shall, at a minimum, evaluate flood hazard exposure to life and property associated with a 0.2
percent annual chance flood event (the 500-year flood) and, in these efforts, shall not be limited
to considering historic flood events.
(5) shall, when possible and at a minimum, evaluate flood risk to life and property associated
with a 1.0 percent annual chance flood event (the 100-year flood) and address, through
recommended strategies and projects, the flood mitigation goals of the RFPG (per item 2 above)
to address flood events associated with a 1.0 percent annual chance flood event (the 100-year
flood); and, in these efforts, shall not be limited to consideration of historic flood events.
(6) shall consider the extent to which current floodplain management, land use regulations, and
economic development practices increase future flood risks to life and property and consider
recommending adoption of floodplain management, land use regulations, and economic
development practices to reduce future flood risk
(7) shall consider future development within the planning region and its potential to impact the
benefits of flood management strategies (and associated projects) recommended in the plan.
(8) shall consider various types of flooding risks that pose a threat to life and property, including,
but not limited to, riverine flooding, urban flooding, engineered structure failures, slow rise
flooding, ponding, flash flooding, and coastal flooding, including relative sea level change and
storm surge.
(9) shall focus primarily on flood management strategies and projects with a contributing
drainage area greater than or equal to 1.0 square mile except in instances of flooding of critical
facilities or transportation routes or for other reasons, including levels of risk or project size,
determined by the RFPG.
(10) shall consider the potential upstream and downstream effects, including environmental, of
potential flood management strategies (and associated projects) on neighboring areas. In
recommending strategies, RFPGs shall ensure that no neighboring area is negatively affected by
the regional flood plan.
(11) shall include an assessment of existing, major flood mitigation infrastructure and will
recommend both new strategies and projects that will further reduce risk, beyond what existing
flood strategies and projects were designed to provide, and make recommendations regarding
required expenditures to address deferred maintenance on or repairs to existing flood
infrastructure.
(12) shall include the estimate of costs and benefits at a level of detail sufficient for RFPGs and
sponsors of flood mitigation projects to understand project benefits and, when applicable,
compare the relative benefits and costs, including environmental and social benefits and costs,
between feasible options.
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(13) shall provide for the orderly preparation for and response to flood conditions to protect 
against the loss of life and property and reduce injuries and other flood-related human suffering. 
(14) shall provide for an achievable reduction in flood risk at a reasonable cost to protect against 
the loss of life and property from flooding.  
(15) shall be supported by state agencies, including the TWDB, General Land Office, Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality, Texas State Soil and Water Conservation Board, Texas 
Parks and Wildlife Department, and the Texas Department of Agriculture, working cooperatively 
to avoid duplication of effort and to make the best and most efficient use of state and federal 
resources. 
(16) shall include recommended strategies and projects that minimize residual flood risk and 
provide effective and economical management of flood risk to people, properties, and 
communities, and associated environmental benefits.  
(17) shall include strategies and projects that provide for a balance of structural and nonstructural 
flood mitigation measures, including projects that use nature-based features, that lead to long-
term mitigation of flood risk. 
(18) shall contribute to water supply development where possible. 
(19) shall also follow all regional and state water planning guidance principles (31 TAC 358.3) 
in instances where recommended flood projects also include a water supply component.  
(20) shall be based on decision-making that is open to, understandable for, and accountable to 
the public with full dissemination of planning results except for those matters made confidential 
by law. 
(21) shall be based on established terms of participation that shall be equitable and shall not 
unduly hinder participation. 
(22) shall include flood management strategies and projects recommended by the RFPGs that are 
based upon identification, analysis, and comparison of all flood management strategies the 
RFPGs determine to be potentially feasible to meet flood mitigation and floodplain management 
goals.  
(23) shall consider land use and floodplain management policies and approaches that support 
short- and long-term flood mitigation and floodplain management goals.  
(24) shall consider natural systems and beneficial functions of floodplains, including flood peak 
attenuation and ecosystem services. 
(25) shall work to be consistent with the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and shall not 
undermine participation in nor the incentives or benefits associated with the NFIP. 
(26) shall emphasize the fundamental importance of floodplain management policies that reduce 
flood risk. 
(27) shall encourage flood mitigation design approaches that work with, rather than against, 
natural patterns and conditions of floodplains. 
(28) shall not cause long-term impairment to the designated water quality as shown in the state 
water quality management plan as a result of a recommended flood management strategy or 
project. 
(29) shall be based on identifying common needs, issues, and challenges; achieving efficiencies; 
fostering cooperative planning with local, state, and federal partners; and resolving conflicts in a 
fair, equitable, and efficient manner. 
(30) shall include recommended strategies and projects that are described in sufficient detail to 
allow a state agency making a financial or regulatory decision to determine if a proposed action 
before the state agency is consistent with an approved regional flood plan. 
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(31) shall include ongoing flood projects that are in the planning stage, have been permitted, or 
are under construction. 
(32) shall include legislative recommendations that are considered necessary and desirable to 
facilitate flood management planning and implementation to protect life and property. 
(33) shall be based on coordination of flood management planning, strategies, and mitigation 
projects with local, regional, state, and federal agencies projects and goals. 
(34) shall be in accordance with all existing water rights laws, including but not limited to, Texas 
statutes and rules, federal statutes and rules, interstate compacts, and international treaties. 
(35) shall consider protection of vulnerable populations. 
(36) shall consider benefits of flood management strategies to water quality, fish and wildlife, 
ecosystem function, and recreation, as appropriate. 
(37) Shall minimize adverse environmental impacts and be in accordance with adopted 
environmental flow standards. 
(38) Shall consider how long-term maintenance and operation of flood strategies will be 
conducted and funded. 
(39) Shall consider multi-use opportunities such as green space, parks, water quality, or 
recreation, portions of which could be funded, constructed, and or maintained by additional, 
third-party project participants. 
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1 of 2 

Initial Regional Flood Planning Group Members as recommended by the Executive Administrator. 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 Canadian 
Upper-Red 

Lower Red-
Sulphur-
Cypress 

Trinity Sabine Neches San Jacinto Upper Brazos Lower Brazos 

Agricultural 
interests 

Chandler 
Bowers 

Preston Ingram 
(William) 

Barry 
Whittaker 

James (Bill) 
Bruce 

Brent 
Heironimus 

Elisa Macia 
Donovan Dale Spurgin Claudia Scott 

Wright 

Counties Jeffrey Kyle 
Watts 

 Lissa M. 
Shepard Johnny Trahan Jeff Branick Alisa Max Jennifer 

Davidson David Lilly 

Electric 
generating 

utilities 
 W. Greg Carter Sano Blocker Francis X. 

Shannon Liv Haselbach Paul E Lock Richard Blake 
Moore Gary L. Spicer 

Environmental 
interests Nathan Howell Laura-Ashley 

Overdyke Jordan Macha Clyde V.  
McKee III Ellen Buchanan Sarah P. 

Bernhardt Richard Oller Susan Alford 

Flood districts   Rachel A. Ickert Don Carona Phil Kelley Russell "Russ" 
A. Poppe  Mark Vogler 

Industries Don C. Davis  Matt Robinson Nikki Davis Steve Moon Timothy E. 
Buscha Erin C. Stiggins Glenn Lord 

Municipalities Kyle 
Schniederjan Dustin Henslee Sarah Standifer Alton Bradley Kyle Kingma Stephen 

Costello 
Michael 
Keenum Anthony Beach 

Public Jane Ketcham Kirby 
Hollinsworth Andrew Isbell Michelle 

Falgout John Beard, Jr. Gene Fisseler Ken Rainwater Sujeeth 
Draksharam 

River 
authorities 

Randy 
Whiteman 

R Reeves 
Hayter 

Glenn 
Clingenpeel 

William R. (Bill) 
Hughes Scott Hall Matthew 

Barrett 
Michael 

McClendon Matt Phillips 

Small 
businesses Joseph Shehan Kelly Mitchell Gerardo Ocanas Jeff Rogers Stan Mathews Jenna 

Armstrong Kyle Jacobson Andrew B. 
Earles 

Water districts Tracy R. Mesler Joseph W.  
Weir III Mike Rickman Roman D. 

Griffin 
Joseph G. 
Majdalani Alia Vinson Chris Wingert Alysha Girard 

Water utilities Floyd Hartman Susan Whitfield Scott Harris Ross Gordon Robb Starr Todd Burrer Aubrey A. Spear Brandon Wade 
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 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 Upper Colorado Lower Colorado-

Lavaca Guadalupe San Antonio Nueces Upper Rio Grande Lower Rio Grande 

Agricultural 
interests 

Kenneth 
Dierschke Terry Been Doug Miller Carl Hoeffelmeyer Debra Barrett Oscar D. “Jay” 

Ornelas 
Jose "Joe" Angel 

Hinojosa 

Counties Rick Bacon Phillip Spenrath John A. Johnston David Wegmann Shanna K. Owens Gilberto Saldana 
Jr. David A. Garza 

Electric 
generating 

utilities 

Henryk Alexander 
Olstowski Jason Ludwig  Doris Cooksey  Jessica 

Christianson Daniel Lucio, Jr. 

Environmental 
interests Christy Youker Kirby Brown Annalisa Peace Deborah (Debbie) 

Reid 
Lauren Hutch 

Williams Jeff Bennett Hudson DeYoe 

Flood districts  G. Nicholas Textor Beth Parker Nefi M. Garza   David L. Fuentes 

Industries Morse Haynes Brandon 
Klenzendorf Kevin Stone Cara C. Tackett Jeffrey Pollack Sal Masoud Plinio Joey 

Trevino 

Municipalities Lance Overstreet Matt Hollon Joseph G 
Pantalion Jeffrey Carroll Lj Francis Javier Acosta Vanessa Rosales-

Herrera 

Public David H. Loyd Jr. Frances Acuna Kimberly Metzen John Paul Beasley Adnan Rajib David "Dave" Hall Joe A. Califa 

River 
authorities Scott McWilliams Patrick 

Brzozowski R. Brian Perkins Suzanne B. Scott Sky Lewey   

Small 
businesses Chuck Brown Ann Yakimovicz Gian C. Villarreal Steve Gonzales Andrew M. Rooke Rene Rodriguez Jose Luis Caso 

Water districts Cole D. Walker Kacey Cubine Paul Ronald G. Fieseler David Mauk J. R. Ramirez Omar L. Martinez Sonia Lambert 

Water utilities Allison Strube Hank Smith Joseph McDaniel Steve Clouse Larry Dovalina  Riazul I. Mia 

*Grey boxes indicate positions that will be left vacant. 

*Black boxes indicate positions for categories that do not appear to have an associated interest located in the region. 
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